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„2¿1…-dimensional soliton formation in photorefractive Bi12SiO20 crystals
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(211)-dimensional spatial solitons in Bi12SiO20 ~BSO! photorefractive crystals with large optical activity
are experimentally demonstrated. The soliton formation when a Gaussian beam is injected at the input has been
previously analyzed numerically and then experimentally investigated. We demonstrate analytically, numeri-
cally, and experimentally that by applying static electric biases of high values, the polarization rotation accel-
erates: this acceleration prevents the beam from broadening if the polarization rotation period becomes shorter
than the diffraction length. Contemporary to this nonlinear optical activity, an induced birefringence affects the
beam polarization state. Analysis of the polarization dynamics shows that the polarization changes nonuni-
formly across the beam~with a field dependent speed! until about 30–35 kV/cm; above this limit, the whole
beam has just one polarization state. Representation on the Poincare´ sphere of the polarization dynamics
reveals the existence of a stable polarization trajectory closed around a polarization attractor that depends on
the linear optical activity and on the photorefractive nonlinearity. The experimental soliton is well described by
the analytical solutions already obtained@Fazioet al., Phys. Rev. E66, 016605~2002!#.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spatial solitons in photorefractive materials have be
predicted in 1992@1# and observed in 1993@2#. Since then,
many papers on solitons in photorefractive crystals h
been published: a complete review on this can be found
the book by DelRe, Grosignani, and Porto@3#.

Optical activity has been considered in the past as a
rimental factor for photorefractive spatial solitons formati
@4,5#. Photorefractive materials need a static electric field
bias, orthogonal to the light polarization in order to indu
optical nonlinearity and, as a consequence, to generate
tial solitons@6#. The optical activity rotates the polarizatio
plane of the optical field, and superimposes it periodica
along the crystallographic direction without optical nonli
earity, leading to the loss of soliton confinement~diffraction!.
Competition between self-focusing, experienced for so
orientations of polarization, and diffraction governs the be
dynamics.

In materials with low optical activity, as for example, fo
Bi12TiO12 ~BTO! ~with a rotatory power of about 8°–10
mm21 at 633 nm@3#!, this obstacle was overpassed limitin
the propagation length and, consequently, limiting the ro
tion around the polarization direction subjected to se
focusing. This procedure, however, cannot be followed
materials with strong optical activity, as for example for BS
crystal; in this case, the polarization vector rotates by ab
39°/mm at 514 nm or 45°/mm at 488 nm@7,8# ~just to men-
tion some wavelengths useful for the photorefractive prop
ties!, and the crystal should be very short to limit the pol
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ization rotation. In this case, it is difficult to ensure th
nonlinear effect~confinement! along reasonable propagatio
distances. Recently, the possibility of breathing solitonl
propagation in such materials has been analytically dem
strated@9#.

In the present paper, we report the experimental obse
tion of (211)-dimensional spatial soliton propagation
BSO crystals. We shall demonstrate that solitonic beams
always possible in photorefractive crystals with large opti
activity, for any crystallographic direction of the bias fiel
for very high static bias fields. In fact, by increasing t
static bias field, the polarization rotation along the propa
tion direction accelerates: the rotation period in these
gimes can be much shorter than the diffraction length, p
venting for efficient diffraction of the beam. We sha
analytically demonstrate that the angular speed is inver
proportional to the light beam intensity: thus a competiti
between acceleration~given by the static field! and decelera-
tion ~given by the beam intensity! stabilizes the rotation
speed which remains constant across the beam profile. In
case, the beam angular momentum remains constant a
the whole propagation, accelerating and decelerating the
larization according to the breathing of the transversal
mension. However, it was already demonstrated@10,11# that
the photorefractive nonlinearity generated also an effec
birefringence, which modifies the polarization state from t
linear to the elliptical regime. We shall consider here t
induced birefringence and demonstrate that the soliton
gime has a well defined stable polarization state, acting a
attractor for the polarization dynamics when a Gauss
beam is injected at the input.

II. DYNAMICS OF THE SOLITON FORMATION

In order to characterize the whole process of the soli
formation, from the self-focusing to the solitonic regime, n

,
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merical simulations of light propagation have been p
formed. For this purpose, we have considered~see Fig. 1! a
BSO crystal biased along its@001# crystallographic direction
~X! by a static high voltage field, and contemporarily illum
nated along the@11̄0# crystallographic direction~Y! by an
incoherent background beam. A second beam~called signal
or soliton beam! was injected along the@110# crystallo-
graphic direction~Z! in order to form a soliton. Following
this configuration, the electric field of the signal beam h
two components, one alongX and Y, respectively; their
propagations are described by two equations, coupled
gether through the optical activity~G term! and the photore-
fractive nonlinearityd«NL :

S 2ik
]

]z
1¹ transv

2 DEx2 iGEy50,

~1!

S 2ik
]

]z
1¹ transv

2 1d«NLDEy1 iGEx50.

The optical activity term here is represented by the gy
tion constantG, defined as the ratioG52r0 /k between the
linear rotatory powerr0 and the light wave numberk inside
the crystal. For a BSO crystal,r0 is about 39° mm21 at the
operating wavelength of 514 nm. The photorefractive n
linear dielectric constantd«NL was previously described b
Crosignaniet al. @12#; in the steady state and drift dominate
transport conditions, it can be approximated as

d«NL52kn0
2r 41Esc52kn0

2r 41

Ebias

11I soliton/I background
, ~2!

wheren0 is the linear refractive index,r 41 is the electro-optic
coefficient, andEsc is the electric field that screens the a
plied static biasEbias; the screening field is a function of th
applied bias and of the intensity ratio between the soli
(I soliton) and the background beams (I background), respectively.

Please note that Eq.~2!, used to simulate soliton forma
tion, is mainly valid in one-dimensional~1D! case. The cor-

FIG. 1. Experimental crystal orientations: the BSO crystal wa
mm long in its @110# crystallographic direction~called Z!, 2 mm

along@001# ~calledX!, and 3 mm along@11̄0# calledY. The exter-
nal bias was applied alongX; a background beam, incoherent to th
signal beam, was sent alongY and the signal propagated alongZ.
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rect 2D model should involve the material dynamics@13#.
However, the used model still well describes the experim
tal results in this special case, different from that publish
by anyone before, where a really high bias field is appli
Anyhow, the full material dynamics might give further info
mation on asymmetries that could appear on the beam sh

Numerical integrations of Eqs.~1! consider a Gaussian
beam injected at the input, as large as about 10mm which
propagates for 8 mm within the crystal~which corresponds
to about 5.5–6.0 diffraction lengths!.

Without external bias the laser beam just diffracts,
shown in Fig. 2~a!. Applying an increasing bias field, th
laser beam is more and more confined, but only above
kV/cm diffraction is completely compensated@see Figs.
2~b!–2~f!#. These results were obtained injecting a be
with a linear polarization alongY: in fact, we have found tha
the injected polarization state is critical for the soliton fo
mation. In Fig. 3, we report on a comparison of beam pro
gation at the same bias conditions of 55 kV/cm, but start
from different polarization states~which are represented o
the left-hand side as thicker lines; the optical activity rotati
direction is reported as circular arrows for completeness!.

Injecting anX-polarization state@Fig. 3~a!# i.e., with the
wave-electric field parallel to the external bias, the be

8

FIG. 2. Numerical solutions of the beam propagation for diffe
ent biases. At 0 kV/cm, the beam linearly diffracts. Increasing
applied bias the beam experiences self-focusing more and m
efficient: however, only at about 55 kV/cm, the propagation is ke
ing the same shape along the whole 8-mm propagation, which
responds to six diffraction lengths.
1-2
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(211)-DIMENSIONAL SOLITON FORMATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 026611 ~2003!
does not compensate diffraction and diverges. In fact, o
the Y component experiences self-focusing@see Eq.~1!#. If
the input polarization is along theY direction@Fig. 3~c!#, the
beam is indeed self-trapped because now the photorefra
nonlinearity is efficient from the beginning. The two inte
mediate conditions, i.e., polarization states at 45°@Fig. 3~b!#
and 135°@Fig. 3~d!#, respectively, give again a self-trappin
of the beam, but this time with different efficiencies acco
ing to the rotation given by the optical activity~if the polar-
ization is driven towards or away from theY direction!. For
circularly polarized beams, the rotation direction must
considered with respect to the optical activity one: in Fi
3~e!,3~f!, polarization rotations parallel and antiparallel to t
optical activity are reported, respectively. In the former ca
~parallel!, a self-trapped beam is formed~even if a strong

FIG. 3. Numerical solutions of the beam propagation at
kV/cm of external bias for different input polarization states. On
left-hand side, the input polarization states are represented as
arrows together with second thin and round arrow that gives
optical activity rotation axis. Injecting anX polarized beam~a!, the
beam is not confined but diffracts; if instead anY polarized beam is
injected~c!, the beam is indeed self-focused and a soliton is form
Injecting still linear polarizations at 45°~b! and 135°~d!, the beams
are still confined, but strong breathings influence their propagati
as also occurring is an injected circular polarization that is rota
in the same axis of the optical activity~e!. If there is still a circular
polarization but with antiparallel rotation with respect to the opti
activity injected~f!, the beam is not confined and diffracts.
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breathing is excited!, while in the latter~antiparallel one!, the
beam is diverging.

We have experimentally tested the beam self-trapping
soliton formation by using the setup shown in Fig. 4. Lig
from an Ar1 laser at 514.5 nm was used for both the sign
beam and the incoherent background. Two Pockels cells,
for the background and one for the signal, respectively,
the light intensity and polarization state. The BSO crys
was 8 mm long along@110#, 3 mm along@11̄0#, and 2 mm
along@001#; the external static bias was applied along@001#.
In order to avoid electric discharge between electrodes,
sample was kept within an insulating cell. The signal be
~Y polarized! was focused down to a waist of 10mm and
propagated within the sample for about six diffractio
lengths. At the crystal output plane, it was imaged on
charge-coupled device~CCD! camera by an optical system
with a magnification of 43.

Images of the beam at the input and at output planes h
been recorded for bias fields ranging from 0 up to about
kV/cm, as shown in Fig. 5. Applying an increasing bias fie
the light beam becomes narrower and narrower. At 45 and
kV/cm, the diffraction is almost completely compensated.
Fig. 6, the output waist dimensions in the twoX and Y di-
rections, respectively, normalized to the input one, are
ported as a function of the applied bias. The beam shrink
shows a saturating trend, down to a beam dimension of
same order of the input beam. The shrinkage trend is dif
ent for the two transverse coordinates: the obtained soli
like beam is not circular but elliptical, with an ellipticity
factor ~defined as the ratio of the minimum axis to maximu
axis! of about 60%. This is a consequence of the anisotro
of the screening process@14#.

III. POLARIZATION DYNAMICS

How is it possible that a light beam can compensate
fraction, if its polarization is periodically rotated along a d
rection without self-focusing? If the rotation is weak, th
propagation does not modify significantly the polarizati
state, and diffraction can be compensated~this is the case of

5
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e

.

s,
g

l

FIG. 4. Experimental setup used to investigate the soliton
mation. The laser beam from an Ar laser was divided in two bea
one for the background and one for the signal. The background
made incoherent~with a delay line longer than the coherent leng
of the laser! enlarged and sent transversally on the sample. It w
kept within an insulating cell to avoid electric discharge. The out
face of the crystal was imaged on a CCD by using an optical sys
with magnification. The images were then recorded by a PC.
1-3
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FAZIO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 026611 ~2003!
other photorefractive crystals with lower optical activity,
for example, BTO for which the polarization rotates for fe
degrees for each millimeter of propagation!. Larger rotations
can indeed cause some problems if their period is com
rable to the diffraction length. In this case, the rotation ke
the polarization for a long propagation in the diffractin
state, and consequently the beam diverges. However, re
high optical activity could produce rotation periods mu
shorter than the diffraction length. This case is now ag
favorable to the soliton formation, because the diffract
state in this case is kept for a short propagation, not eno
to make the beam diverge. However, this case of opt
activity rotation period, which is much shorter than the d
fraction length, is not our experimental case for the BS
crystal, for which one polarization component remains
about 4–5 mm before being completely converted into
other one, and the beam diffraction length is about 1.8 m
If this is true in the linear case or for relatively low applie
biases, it is not valid anymore for really high biases,
which the polarization rotation speed can accelerate m
times because of the photorefractive nonlinearity.

Let us consider the experimental conditions described
Fig. 1, i.e., a static bias along theY direction and a signa
beam propagating along theZ direction. For this particular
orientation, the dielectric displacement vectorDW of the light
should not have any component along the propagation di
tion Z: we can write without ambiguityDz5Ez50. Then the

FIG. 5. Experimental images of the output beam increasing
bias field applied. A comparison with the input beam demonstra
that at about 55 kV/cm, the diffraction is almost completely co
pensated.
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EW vector lies in the plane generated byDW andkW . From this
hypothesis, we can write

Dx

Dy
5

Ex

Ey
. ~3!

At the same time, the definition of theX and Y compo-
nents of theDW vector in the BSO photorefractive crysta
gives

FDx

Dy

Dz

G5F n0
2 2 iG 0

iG n0
21

d«NL

k
0

0 0 n0
2
G FEx

Ey

Ez

G . ~4!

Equations~3! and ~4! must be simultaneously fulfilled; this
leads to the definition of the whole beam as the superposi
of two counter-rotating waves@15#: Ey

65 iC6Ex
6 , where

C651/(kE6AkE
211) and kE5d«NL/2G. The overlapping

of these two waves generates a field with rotating polari
tion if the waves have different propagation speeds. T
speed difference is now described by the refractive ind
mismatchDn of the two waves:

Dn5
1

2
~n12n2!52

G

2n0
A11kE

2. ~5!

Thus, defining the instantaneous polarization orientation
the rotating field as the anglea(z)5DnW •kW0ẑ, the instanta-
neous angular speed of the polarization rotation is

r~z!5
]a~z!

]z
5r0A11kE

2. ~6!

e
s

-

FIG. 6. Experimental beam dimensions along theX andY direc-
tions for increasing biases. At about 50–55 kV/cm, the soliton
almost formed. The beam is not circular but elliptical, as a con
quence of the asymmetrical action of the photorefractive nonline
ity on the two polarization components.
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The factorA11kE
2 describes a correction to the linear rot

tion speed, which depends on the beam intensity, on its
file and on the external bias field intensity, through thekE

2

term, i.e., throughd«NL . For the BSO crystals, at a bias o
about 55 kV/cm with typical values of the intensity rat
lower than 1,r5r0A11kE

2'(3 – 4)r0 : this acceleration of
the polarization is not just a small correction. As a con
quence, the rotation period can be three to four times sho
than in the linear case and, as a consequence, can be
shorter than the diffraction length as well, compensating
diffraction.

We have calculated total conversion of the polarizat
state within 500–600mm of propagation with about 40–5
kV/cm of bias. However, not only an acceleration of t
optical activity influences the beam dynamics but also
induced birefringence: in fact, the asymmetric action of
photorefractive nonlinearity on the two light polarizatio
components@see Eqs.~1!# produces an asymmetrical pha
modulation of these components and consequently induc
nonlinear birefringence. This birefringence makes the po
ization state to be no more linear but elliptical, with th
major axis ~which now coincides with the original linea
polarization direction! rotating with the nonlinear speedr(z)
previously calculated. For bias fields lower than 20–25 k
cm, the polarization ellipticity is not so large, and the i
duced birefringence can be considered as a small modi
tion of a linear polarization state. For this reason, in Fig
we have represented the maps of the polarization orienta

FIG. 7. Maps of the polarization orientation during the prop
gation. By increasing the bias field the polarization rotates fas
factor that helps the diffraction compensation. Some losses
present because of the self-focusing and of the beam breat
which are caused by the injection of a Gaussian beam at the in
It is interesting to note that these losses have a fixed polariza
that does not rotate any more. This map representation canno
used anymore for applied biases higher than 35 kV/cm: in th
cases, an induced birefringence modifies the polarization state
linear to elliptical. In this case, the polarization dynamics must
analyzed on a Poincare´ sphere.
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during the beam propagation as arrows~but effectively the
maps better represent the major axis orientations of ellipt
polarization!. Without external bias, a linear rotation of abo
3
2 p of the polarization occurs during the 8-mm propagati
~more precisely the linear optical activity rotates the pol
ization plane for about 310°!. Increasing the bias, the pola
ization starts to rotate faster: this acceleration is not unifo
across the beam. It starts in one portion of the beam and
slowly widens across it. For higher biases, the induced b
fringence can largely modify the polarization state until ev
circular polarizations are reached: in these regimes, the
row mapping cannot be used any more because they
significance. However, the polarization evolution duri
propagation can be still analyzed without ambiguity just
describing the polarization dynamics of the central portion
the beam on a Poincare´ sphere. This is possible because w
have observed that above 10–20 kV/cm of external bias,
polarization state is the same across all the transversal
tions of the beam. This is a direct consequence of the s
rating expression of the rotation speedr(z): in fact, Eq.~6!
states thatr(z) is directly proportional tokE and conse-
quently to the nonlinear dielectric constantd«NL . This
means that it is directly proportional to the external bias fi
as well @see Eq.~2!#, and inversely proportional to the ligh
beam intensity; then the rotation acceleration is favored b
high bias but it is slowed down in the center of the bea
where the intensity is higher. The simultaneous combinat
of these two factors, larger and smaller accelerations ac
the beam, forces the polarization to reach just one cons
and homogeneous state for the whole beam at each prop
tion position: this is a necessary condition for the solit
formation and consequently for diffraction compensatio
The soliton solution~at least for the lowest soliton order! is,
in fact, a pure amplitude solution, without any phase mo
lation across the beam~in case of breathing solitons, a tran
verse phase modulation is present in order to slightly fo
and defocus the beam!. This is analogous to saying that th
angular momentum of the soliton beams with rotating pol
ization must be a constant of motion, as it was analytica
considered as basic hypothesis for the soliton solution@6#.

The light propagation in the homogeneous polarizat
regime is then represented on the Poincare´ sphere, as shown
in Fig. 8 where theS1-S2 projections of the sphere describ
the polarization evolutions at increasing biases. For 0 kV/
of external bias, the polarization dynamics describes
equatorial arc as large as about 310°. Already at 10 kV/
the polarization dynamics describes more than one comp
turn around the sphere~a bit more than7

2 p). By increasing
the bias it is evident that the polarization rotation accelera
describing many turns, but on the same time the indu
birefringence pushes the polarization to follow smaller t
jectories which approach theS3 axis ~at 35 kV/cm, the po-
larization trajectory passes for the circular state!. Increasing
more the external bias, the dynamics is more concentra
within the region forS1.0, rotating around a stable stat
actually, it is quite clear, observing all the obtained trajec
ries, that all of them rotate around a stable state, which
located within the planeS250. Without bias, the center o
the polarization rotation isS150, while increasing the exter
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FAZIO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 026611 ~2003!
nal bias the center of the polarization rotation moves towa
the Y axis, i.e., forcing the polarization to follow rotatio
loops smaller and smaller around the attraction state defi
by a dephasing ofp/2 between polarizations~i.e., the major
axis parallel to theY direction! and by an ellipticity of
d«NL /G. It is clear from dynamical paths in Fig. 8 that th
injected beam needs some propagation to follow in the fi
loop: this occurs, in our simulation, only for 45 and 5
kV/cm applied, whose final polarization states are descri
by loops almost overlapping after each round turn. In th
regimes, the polarization is finally stable during propagati
homogeneous along the transverse direction, and the b
confined: thus, we can affirm that in these conditions a p
solitonic state is reached.

The initial polarization state is critical for the soliton fo
mation, as previously described for the beam propagat
Thus, we have analyzed, always on the Poincare´ sphere, the
polarization dynamics from different polarization states,
shown in Fig. 9~here the numbering follows the same num
bering of Fig. 3 for easier comparison!. Injecting a linearX
polarization @case ~a!: initial state at S1521, S250, S3
50,] the laser beam does not form any confined state

FIG. 8. Representation of the polarization dynamics of the be
for increasing applied biases. The graphics show theS1-S2 plane
projection of the Poincare´ sphere: we have chosen this planar re
resentation of the sphere, instead of the whole 3D one, because
the only representation able to show the whole polarization tra
tories. By increasing the applied biases, the trajectories roll u
smaller and smaller loops. At 45 and 55 kV/cm, the trajectories
confined in the semiplaneS1.0, which means the polarization i
not anymore completely rotating but vibrates around theY direc-
tion. All the orbits converge towards an attractor state, which is
elliptic state, with the axis oriented asX andY, and with ellipticity
d«NL /G.
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diverges; its polarization dynamics still describes an h
acceleration of the rotation, which now occurs in an unsta
region. The beam polarization is now following loops larg
and larger because its light diffracts. Injecting a linear pol
ization at 45° @case ~b!: initial state atS150, S251, S3
50], and 135°@case~d!: initial state atS150, S2521, S3
50] with respect to theX direction, the polarization follows
large trajectories which are converging towards the attrac
state ~dephasingp/2, ellipticity d«/G! located in the semi-
plane (S250,S1.0). Injecting aY-polarized beam@case~c!:
initial state atS151, S250, S350], the dynamic route is
soon attracted in a stable loop, i.e., it forms a stable solit
Injecting a circular polarization rotating in the same directi
of the optical activity one@case~e!: initial state atS150,
S250, S351; clockwise rotation# again the dynamic route is
attracted in an almost stable loop, larger than the lin
Y-polarization case. In fact from the intensity propagati
map shown in Fig. 3~e!, it is clear that the beam is stil
self-confined but is strongly pulsing around different dime
sions~and polarization states!. The final case is the injection
of a circular polarization with an opposite rotation with r
spect to the optical activity@case~f!: initial state atS150,
S250, S351; counterclockwise rotation#. The trajectory
starts from the initial state and rotates~counterclockwise!
towards theS151, S250, S350 state~Y polarization!: at
this point the polarization rotation is inverted by the optic
activity that dominates the dynamics, forcing the polarizat

m

-
t is
c-
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re

n

FIG. 9. Representation of the polarization dynamics of the be
at 55 kV/cm of applied bias for different input polarization state
~a! X polarization injected;~b! 45°-rotated polarization injected;~c!
Y polarization injected;~d! 135°-rotated polarization injected;~e!
circular polarization, rotating parallel to the optical activity axis;~f!
circular polarization, rotating antiparallel to the optical activity ax
1-6
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to rotate again in the clockwise direction. As in the first ca
~a! diffraction dominates the intensity propagation, leadi
the polarization to follow larger and larger loops.

We have experimentally analyzed the polarization prop
ties of the beam at the output plane recording the beam
files for the Y- and X-polarization orientations at differen
bias fields, as shown in Fig. 10. At 10 kV/cm, the polariz
tion state is almost linear and large. At 25 kV/cm, the be

FIG. 10. Experimental images of theX andY polarization com-
ponents at the output plane for different applied bias. The la
rings visible for theX component at 35 and 45 kV/cm are the loss
given by the breathing because a Gaussian beam is injected a
input. It can be observed that these losses do not rotate but ke
fixed polarization, as numerically described in the maps of Fig
At 55 kV/cm, the soliton is completely formed: along the tw
crossed polarization direction, the same profile is present bec
the solitonic polarization state is now elliptical.
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is smaller and the polarization state shows that theY profile
is more intense than theX component. At 35 kV/cm, theX
component is now larger with an darker hole inside: t
behavior is clearly described by the polarization map in F
7; the beam is going towards a solitonic profile losing so
energy during propagation. This lost energy is located
rings around the beam~much brighter along theY direction!.
The central part of the beam has now only anY-polarization
component: in fact, the central part of theX component is
now dark. At 45 kV/cm, the beam has almost reached
elliptical state: in fact the confined beam has now both thX
andY polarization components. It is interesting to note th
the diffracted portion of the beam~i.e., the large ring presen
is theX-polarization image! has a fixed polarization that doe
not rotate anymore, neither becomes elliptical. This feat
was numerically found in the polarization maps of Fig.
where it is possible to follow these propagation losses w
out polarization rotation. At about 55 kV/cm, the polarizatio
state is now described by both theX andY components, both
of them completely confined. Still, here small losses
present in theX component, whose intensity is much small
than the solitonic beam. It must be pointed out here that
presence of losses does not mean that the solitonic bea
lossy while that the injected Gaussian profile is not op
mized for the solitonic formation.

IV. COMPARISON WITH THE ANALYTICAL SOLUTION

Analytical solutions for the soliton formation in photore
fractive materials with strong optical activity have been
cently found @9# and experimentally verified for the
(111)-dimensional case. The coupled equations~1! for the
light propagation in photorefractive materials~in the slowly
varying envelope approximation@5#!, have been analytically
solved, under the hypothesis of constant angular momen
of the spatial soliton during propagation. This assumpt
is the basis for the soliton formation as already describ
It allowed to express the beam as the vectorial prod
of two fields, one transverse~describing the transverse shap
of the beam! and one longitudinal along the propagatio
direction ~describing the angular rotation of the polariz
tion!: this last longitudinal field is constant for the solito
The constant-momentum assumption, using cylindri
coordinates normalized to the photorefractive nonlinea
„Z5ckz, f5arctan(y/x), r 5AckAx21y2 or better r N

'@Ap/2R cos(12f11
2g1kz2p/4)#r , wherec5n0

2r 41E0 andR
is the intensity ratioI soliton/I background… gave the analytical
solitonic solution

I ~r ,w,Z!5
2RIbackground

p2w0
2 g2e~2r N

2 /w0
2
!F11

2

cosh2~&r N!
G ,

~7!

where w0 is the input Gaussian beam width andg2 is a
normalized term which describes the periodical beam bre
ing. According to Eq.~7!, the soliton width is
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wsoliton5
1

kAn0
2r 41E0

F p2

4R2 1
1

w0
2G1/2

, ~8!

which means that it is scaling as (w0R)21, as expected. Fo
our experimental case, consideringw0510.5mm andR54,
we obtain a necessary bias between 55 and 58 kV/cm
order to reach the soliton solution, which is in good agr
ment with the experimental observations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the conclusion, we have demonstrated experiment
that (211)-dimensional solitons are generated over 4.5 d
fraction lengths of propagation in BSO crystals, a photo
fractive material with large optical activity. The experimen
solitonic state has been reached numerically by analyzing
dynamics of the soliton formation. We have found that it
influenced by an acceleration of the angular speed of l
polarization~which prevents the beam from broadening
making the polarization rotation period much shorter th
the diffraction length! and contemporarily by an induced b
ev

nd

ca

.

A.
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refringence. The soliton is formed where the induced bi
fringence becomes constant across the beam, and the p
ization is trapped in a stable loop around an attraction s
~which is described by an elliptical polarization, defined by
p/2 dephasing betweenX and Y components, which mean
with the major axis parallel toY, and by an ellipticity
d«NL /G). The numerical analysis of the soliton formatio
guided the experimental investigation, whose results are
good agreement with the previously proposed-analytical
lutions for the soliton.
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